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Abstract: This article discusses the peculiarities of self-organization behavior and formation
of dissipative structures during friction of antifriction alloys for slide bearings against a steel
counterbody. It shows that during self-organization, the moment of friction in a tribosystem may be
decreasing with the load growth and in the bifurcations of the coefficient of friction with respect
to load. Self-organization and the formation of dissipative structures lead to an increase in the
seizure load.
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1. Introduction
Each system and regime of friction has its own specific features, which depend on both the
application and the purpose of the friction system. To select a theory applicable to every tribosystem,
some generic features typical of all tribosystems should be outlined. It is known that wear is a generic
characteristic of any tribosystem. Wear varies within a wide range; a large variety of different wear
mechanisms exist, but the wear process is an attribute of friction. According to Klamecki [1], wear is
a fundamental characteristic of friction.
The same, according to Klamecki [2] and Bershadsky [3], could be said about the formation of
modified structures on friction surfaces, also known as secondary structures. Stabilization of the
parameters of friction at the running-in stage is accompanied by the formation and stabilization of
these secondary structures. Thus, secondary structures carry out protective functions, limit the depth
of interaction between frictional bodies, and prevent direct contact. The greater part of friction energy
is accumulated within the secondary structures [4]. Therefore, the secondary structures are a steady
zone of primary energy dissipation.
Wear and formation of secondary structures are fundamental processes for any frictional couple.
This is the reason why friction is considered to be based on the fundamental laws of nature [5].
As friction involves energy transformation, it would be natural to approach it from a thermodynamic
standpoint. Friction is a typical non-equilibrium process and its relationship with non-equilibrium
thermodynamics and self-organizing concepts will be considered from the viewpoint of Prigogine’s
theory [6].
In [7] it is shown that under self-organization in a tribosystem, the wear rate decreases.
Some researchers [8–10] have analyzed self-organizing processes in tribosystems associated with
current collection, machining of metals, and in relation to the catalytic effects during friction.
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It is generally assumed [11] that self-organization consists of the formation of dissipative
structures [12]. According to [6], dissipative structures are organized states which originate
spontaneously within a system under strongly non-equilibrium conditions due to the interchange
of matter and energy with the medium. Therefore, by contrast to equilibrium structures (such as
crystals), dissipative structures represent a process which is stable within a certain range of variability
and characterized by negative entropy production. This means that, for example, the phase changes
and chemical reactions specific for dissipative structures will increase the free energy.
Examples in tribology of such processes are: formation of martensite in surface layers of steel
with unstable austenite during friction (Bogachev–Mintz effect) [10]; chemical reaction of carbon
reduction from carbon dioxide by copper during the friction of copper [13]; selective transfer of light
or heavy elements towards the friction surface, depending on the friction regime in nanostructural
coatings of cutting tools [14], formation of protective films on the friction surfaces of lead and
tin bronzes and other antifriction alloys [15]. Methods found in non-equilibrium thermodynamics
possess potential applications for fundamental study of friction and wear and development of new
(e.g., self-lubricating) materials [16].
These are not spontaneous processes; that is, they do not naturally occur upon achieving a
certain temperature, concentration, or pressure. Energy is required for the processes to happen.
When displaced from equilibrium, the system may lose the state of thermodynamic stability.
This may be accompanied by self-organization and formation of dissipative structures, leading to
a spontaneous onset of steady non-equilibrium processes. Some part of the friction energy will then
be spent for these non-equilibrium processes, i.e., to create and to maintain dissipative structures.
The portion of friction energy that would have gone into damaging the surface and causing wear
will be reduced respectively. Consequently, the formation of dissipative structures during friction
should lead to lower wear rates.
Indeed, the formation of the dissipative structures listed above results in drastic reduction in the
wear rates, normally by several times [11].
Formation of dissipative structures (self-organization) may be accompanied by newly
originating relationships between the friction parameters that did not exist before self-organization.
This corresponds to the concept of structure [17]. The lubricating effect of current in sliding electrical
contacts provides an example of such relationships between the friction parameters [18].
As an example of the reduction of the friction coefficient as load is increased during
self-organization, this article focuses on the formation of dissipative structures in anti-friction alloys
for slide bearings.
Tin bronze was selected for testing as a traditional material for slide bearings. It is known that
tin bronze exhibits anti-friction properties due to the segregation of tin as a soft fusible element [3,15].
The authors have repeatedly observed precipitation of tin on the sliding surfaces in tin bronze
bearings of various friction units that operated in near seizure mode. However, according to
the equilibrium diagram, tin is included in the composition of the solid solution, i.e., equilibrium
thermodynamics prohibits the precipitation of tin from a solid solution. In this way, nonequilibrium
thermodynamics provides an explanation for tribological effects via the precipitation of tin from a
solid solution.
2. Thermodynamic Analysis of Frictional Phenomenon
Similar to [7,19], let us consider a system that consists of one friction body and a source of
energy in the friction zone. Let us assume that the energy source has no mass and is therefore
entropy-free [20]. In the system we will consider, the entropy change is associated with one body.
Entropy of the friction body may be changed by the transfer of heat from the source to the body,
mechanical work on the friction body, accession of chemical substances with their own entropies, etc.,
i.e., by external actions—the entropy flux (dSe ).
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Entropy of the body may change due to the production of entropy through the passage of heat
and other flows along the body and through physical and chemical processes occurring internally
(dSi ). The portion of entropy caused by the heat exchange with the source leads to an increase in the
entropy as heat passes from a hotter source to a colder body.
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the entropy production is positive (dSi > 0).
Therefore, the listed effects increase the body’s entropy. However as self-organizing processes
develop, a body’s entropy is bound to become lower (at the same level of inner energy) than under
the same conditions in the absence of self-organization [21]. In [11] it is demonstrated that the entropy
production with self-organization is lower than a system’s entropy production without it, under the
same conditions. The reduction of the body’s entropy production during friction may be explained
by the process of wear. According to [1,2,4,5], wear leads to an increase in entropy, i.e., during wear,
the distribution of matter in the thermodynamic system occurs. This is due to the fact that in [1,2,4,5]
the rubbing body and the environment is a thermodynamic system. In our work, one rubbing body
is a thermodynamic system, which loses its mass and, hence, reduces its entropy during wear.
During friction, the body’s entropy production may be decreasing not only because of wear
(i.e., loss of matter) but also because of transformations taking place in the surface layers of the
contacting materials. The formation of secondary structures may be accompanied by negative or
positive entropy production. Let us examine both variants.
The change in a friction body’s entropy (dS) will consist of the following constituents:
dS = dSe + dSi + dS f ´ |dSs |

(1)

where dSe is the entropy flux excluding wear; dSi is the entropy production excluding friction
surface transformations; dS f is the portion of entropy production associated with friction surface
transformations (dS f > 0 for spontaneous transformations and dS f < 0 for nonspontaneous
transformations); and dSs is the entropy change in a friction body due to the wearing of its base.
According to the second law of thermodynamics, the total entropy production should
be positive:
dSi + dS f ą 0
(2)
The value of dSs is always negative because the matter is carried away by wear, which removes
its respective entropy from the system.
The above discussion suggests that dSe > 0. According to the second law of thermodynamics,
dSi > 0. The value of dS f may be negative or positive. For example, during formation of solid
solutions or stoichiometric chemical compositions corresponding to the stable state diagrams, dS f > 0.
During formation of structural and phase constituents not present on the state diagrams or during
chemical reactions with negative chemical affinity, dS f < 0.
The sum of dS f and dSi represents the total entropy production, so even with a negative value
of dS f :
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
dSi ´ ˇdS f ˇ ą 0
(3)
In the stationary state, the entropy change rate will be zero. Differentiating Equation (1) with
respect to time, we get:
dSe dSi dS f
dSs
dS
“
`
`
´
“0
(4)
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt
ˆ
˙
dS f
In the case of spontaneous transformations
ą 0 , Equation (4) suggests that:
dt
ˇ
ˇ
dSs
dSe dSi ˇˇ dS f ˇˇ
peqq “
`
`ˇ
dt
dt
dt
dt ˇ
where eq denotes a spontaneous process.
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dS f
ă 0, Equation (4) suggests that:
dt
ˇ
ˇ
dSs
dSe dSi ˇˇ dS f ˇˇ
pnoneqq “
`
´ˇ
dt
dt
dt
dt ˇ

In the case of nonspontaneous transformations

(6)

where noneq denotes a nonspontaneous process.
By comparing Equations (5) and (6), we will get:
dSs
dSs
pnoneqq ă
peqq
dt
dt

(7)

From Equations (5)–(7), and entropy additively, it follows that the wear rate during
nonspontaneous transformations in secondary structures is lower than the wear rate during
spontaneous transformations in secondary structures. Furthermore, the wear rate increases as the
entropy production grows.
Consequently, during self-organization, when non-spontaneous processes become active with
negative entropy production, other factors being equal, the total entropy production will be lower
than the total entropy production in a system without self-organization. This results in lower
wear rates.
The known self-organizing processes during friction, such as for example, the lubricating effect
of current [8], subnormal friction [9], and the Bogachev–Mintz effect [10], lead to a sudden abrupt
reduction of the wear rate by several times.
As the regimes of friction become more severe (after self-organization and formation of
dissipative structures), spontaneous processes intensify, increasing total entropy production, but at
the same time nonspontaneous processes intensify as well, decreasing total entropy production.
During the running-in stage, as the regimes of friction are becoming more stringent, (such as
under the increase of load), the friction parameters (friction coefficient, temperature, wear rate)
may decrease and stabilize [22]. When this happens, according to [23], entropy production should
decrease. Therefore, the condition of theorem [24] is as follows: if the entropy production decreases
as thermodynamic forces and flows are changed, then it will reach the minimum and will not alter
with further changes in the forces and flows. This happens due to non-spontaneous processes.
Entropy production during friction is equal to [7]:
pkpvq2
di S
“ 2 2
dt
B T λ

(8)

where k is the friction coefficient, p is pressure, v is slip velocity, B is nominal contact area, T is absolute
temperature, and λ is thermal conductivity.
According to the theorem in [24], let us consider a condition where the entropy production
remains constant as the load increases:

where C is constant.
From Equation (9) it follows that:

pkpvq2
di S
“ 2 2 “C
dt
B T λ

(9)

?
TB Cλ
k“
pv

(10)

From Equation (10) it follows that after self-organization, the friction coefficient may decrease
as the load increases. Equation (10) is similar to the equation that describes the friction coefficient
reduction in the “lubricating effect of current” [7].
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Equation (10) also implies that increased temperature may lead to increased friction coefficients,
possibly resulting in seizure. However, the dependency of the friction coefficient will be determined
not only by the load and temperature, but also by the changes in the thermal conductivity with the
changing friction parameters, primarily temperature. The change in thermal conductivity during
friction will be determined by the chemical composition of secondary structures that have formed.
Considering that on bronze friction surfaces the concentrations of tin and zinc are increasing and
copper is decreasing, the thermal conductivity of these secondary structures will be lower than
the thermal conductivity of the surface layers of bronze before friction. A subnormal thermal
conductivity of secondary structures was noted, for example, in [25].
The mechanism of the “lubricating effect of current” consists of a nonspontaneous negative
affinity chemical reaction of carbon reduction by copper from carbon dioxide, which occurs on the
friction surface [26]. The mechanism that accounts for the decreasing friction coefficient of antifriction
alloys under an increase of load, i.e., nonspontaneous processes on that friction surface, will demand
further investigation. In particular, further research is required on the secondary structures formed
on the friction surfaces.
3. Results and Discussion
At a load of 1470 N, the initial oil temperature was 18 ˝ C. After 3000 rotations of the roller,
moment of friction and oil temperature variations ceased to be noticeable. At that time the oil
temperature was 24 ˝ C and the moment of friction was 2.035 N¨ m. After 12,000 rotations the moment
of friction decreased to 1.11 N¨ m and the oil temperature increased to 34–35 ˝ C. The test was ended
after 2,600,000 rotations of the roller at a moment of friction of 1.295 N¨ m and an oil temperature of
34–35 ˝ C.
At a load of 2940 N, the initial oil temperature was 18 ˝ C. The oil was not additionally heated.
After 6000 rotations of the roller, moment of friction and oil temperature variations ceased to be
noticeable. At that time the oil temperature was 41 ˝ C and the moment of friction was 1.11 N¨ m.
After 10,000 rotations the moment of friction was 1.11 N¨ m and the oil temperature decreased to
34–35 ˝ C. The test was ended after 2,443,000 rotations of the roller at a moment of friction of 1.48 N¨ m
and anoil temperature of 34–35 ˝ C.
At a load of 2940 N, the initial oil temperature was 42 ˝ C because of additional preheating.
After 7500 rotations of the roller, moment of friction and oil temperature variations ceased to be
noticeable. At that time the oil temperature was 75 ˝ C and the moment of friction was 1.11 N¨ m.
After 20,100 rotations the moment of friction was 1.11 N¨ m and the oil temperature had decreased to
71 ˝ C. The test was ended after 2,477,700 rotations of the roller at the moment of friction of 1.295 N¨ m
and the oil temperature of 78 ˝ C.
At a load of 2940 N the initial oil temperature was 70 ˝ C because of additional preheating.
No steady state friction regime was observed. The oil temperature and the moment of friction were
constantly increasing. After 1000 rotations of the roller, a seizure occurred.
The friction coefficient values at different loads and same initial oil temperatures are shown in
Figure 1. The friction coefficient values at different initial temperatures and same loads are shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1.Figure
Bronze
on steel friction coefficients for different loads and same initial oil temperature.

Figure 2. Bronze on steel friction coefficients for different initial oil temperatures and same load.

Figure 2. Bronze on steel friction coefficients for different initial oil temperatures and same load.
Figure 1 suggests that the friction coefficient is reduced as the load is increased at the same initial

Figure 1 suggests that the friction coefficient is reduced as the load is increased at the same initial
oil temperatures. Figure 2 suggests that the friction coefficient is reduced as the initial oil temperature
oil temperatures.
Figure
suggests
that the observations
friction coefficient
reduced
as the
initial oil temperature is
is raised at the
same 2
load.
The following
may be is
made
from the
experiments:
raised at the same load. The following observations may be made from the experiments:
-

-

-

Identical values of the steady-state moment of friction were observed for the three couples under
test
(except
forof
thethe
laststeady-state
one).
Identical
values
moment of friction were observed for the three couples under
- testAt
a
lower
test
load,
the
tribosystem
needed more time to stabilize the moment of friction and
(except for the last one).
the oil temperature.
At a lower test load, the tribosystem needed more time to stabilize the moment of friction and
Higher oil temperatures after additional preheating resulted in slower stabilization of the
themoment
oil temperature.
of friction and the oil temperature, although quite the opposite effect was expected
Higher
oilthe
temperatures
after additional preheating resulted in slower stabilization of the moment
before
tests.
- of The
experimental
data
that thealthough
moment of
friction
decreasedeffect
as the load
increased.before
friction and the oil suggest
temperature,
quite
theisopposite
was isexpected

the tests.
The experimental data suggest that the moment of friction is decreased as the load is increased.
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-

Increasing the initial oil temperature up to 70 ˝ C leads to seizure under the load at which no
seizure was observed with lower initial oil temperatures.
Increasing temperature at an invariable load results in a decreasing friction coefficient.

During the running-in of antifriction alloys for slide bearings, the load should be increased
gradually (in steps). As the load is increased at a given step, the moment of friction abruptly grows.
Then it gradually decreases and stabilizes at a given load down to a value exceeding the moment of
friction of the previous load. This tendency of the moment of friction is usually observed before the
end of the running-in, provided there is no seizure. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the coefficient
of friction on load applied during the tests, in order to determine the seizure load during friction of
steel contacting bronze under drip feed oil. The results of three test specimens are shown. As it
follows from Figure 3, the seizure load for samples 2 and 3 is 980 N, and the corresponding load
setting for sample 1 is 1441 N. It should be remarked that the coefficient of friction diminishes with
Entropy
2015, 17
increasing loads, up to the point of seizure. This confirms the conclusions of Equation (10).
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Figure 3. Dependence of the coefficient of friction vs. load during the tests to determine the seizure

Figure
Dependence
of theon
coefficient
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load 3.
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friction of bronze
steel with drip
feed oil. vs. load during the tests to determine the
seizure load during friction of bronze on steel with drip feed oil.
Given that the three samples (Figure 3) are three friction surfaces made of the same bronze, one
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load of
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the curve
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coefficient
of friction
vs.
load.
In
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1,
dissipative
structures
are
formed.
It
is
possible
to
confirm
this
by
observing
assume that at the load of 804 N, a bifurcation occurs in the curve of the coefficient of friction vs. load.
structures on the friction surfaces.
In Sample 1, dissipative structures are formed. It is possible to confirm this by observing structures on
What we see in our case is stabilization of the moment of friction, which ceased to change under
the friction
surfaces.
an increasing
load (it should be noted that the duration of the test was considerably longer than the
duration
of one
stepcase
of the
phase).
This
means that
the friction
coefficient
as the
What
we see
in our
isrunning-in
stabilization
of the
moment
of friction,
which
ceaseddecreases
to change
under an
load
grows.
increasing load (it should be noted that the duration of the test was considerably longer than the duration
A new relationship develops between the friction parameters, load and friction coefficient.
of one step of the running-in phase). This means that the friction coefficient decreases as the load grows.
This is characteristic of a structure. Considering the non-equilibrium state of the friction system,
A such
new arelationship
develops
between
the friction
parameters, load and friction coefficient. This is
relationship may
correspond
to dissipative
structures.
This is
by microstructural
of bronze friction
surfaces
using
scanning
electronsuch a
characteristic
ofconfirmed
a structure.
Considering studies
the non-equilibrium
state
of the
friction
system,
microscope
(SEM).
relationship may correspond to dissipative structures.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of tin on bronze surfaces with different friction conditions, typical
This
is
confirmed by microstructural studies of bronze friction surfaces using scanning electron
for all samples prior to the first seizure load (Figure 3). Figure 4a shows the characteristic distribution
microscope
of tin on(SEM).
the surface of bronze before friction. Tin is included in the composition of the solid solution
based
on
copper
concentrations
bysurfaces
weight. Areas
not occupied
by the
tin represent
a
Figure 4 shows
theinevolution
of tinofon6%–8%
bronze
with different
friction
conditions,
typical
for
lead
or
solid
solution
of
zinc
in
copper.
all samples prior to the first seizure load (Figure 3). Figure 4a shows the characteristic distribution of tin

on the surface of bronze before friction. Tin is included in the composition of the solid solution based
on copper in concentrations of 6%–8% by weight. Areas not occupied by the tin represent a lead or solid
solution of zinc in copper.
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Figure 4b shows the distribution of tin on the surface of bronze after fluid friction. Tin is a solid
solution of the same concentration. The region occupied by the solid solution of tin in copper on the
friction surface grows larger.
Figure 4c shows the distribution of tin on the surface of bronze after the initial boundary friction.
Entropy
The2015,
solid 17
solution of tin in the copper covers the entire friction surface. The friction surface is
characterized by the appearance of two types of solid solutions-primary (6%–8% Sn) and the new
rich (30%–35% Sn).The images and elemental compositions were determined by an X-ray microprobe
Entropy 2015, 17
SEM (CAMEBAX-SX50, Cameca, Gennevilliers, France).
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Figure 6. Distribution of tin on the friction surface at the beginning of seizure. Square side length is
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solution
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and
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Figure
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a
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of
tin
from
the
solid
solution
of
of Cu, the seizure load is shifted to larger values (sample 1, Figure 3). Conversely, if tin is not segregated
copper does not correspond to the equilibrium phase diagram of Cu-Sn. Therefore, segregation of
from tin
thefrom
solidthe
solution,
the seizure load is shifted to the smaller values (samples 2 and 3, Figure 3).
solid solution is a non-spontaneous process and is accompanied by an increase in free
Givenenergy
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conditions
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1, 2 far
andfrom
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production.
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resulting
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Therefore,
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a
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segregation of a solid solution of tin is a random process, and 804 N (see Figure 3) is a bifurcation point.
the formation of dissipative structures. According to [6], the process of self-organization and the
Segregation
of tin from the solid solution of copper does not correspond to the equilibrium phase diagram
formation of dissipative structures can occur only after the loss of thermodynamic stability of the
of Cu-Sn.
Therefore,
of tin stability
from theis solid
solution
is aaccording
non-spontaneous
processofand is
system.
The loss segregation
of thermodynamic
a random
process
to the conditions
accompanied
by an
increase
in free
energy and negative
This
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Lyapunov’s
theorem.
Thus,
self-organization
and the entropy
formationproduction.
of dissipative
structures
also aunder
probabilistic
process
[6].
Self-organization
is
a
random
process
that
is
characterized
by
the
presence
far from equilibrium conditions resulting in entropy decrease. Therefore, it can be regarded as a process
of a bifurcation. After the bifurcation point the process can go along the so-called “thermodynamic
of self-organization
with the formation of dissipative structures. According to [6], the process of
branch (samples 2 and 3, Figure 3)” or by the way of formation of dissipative structures (sample 1,
self-organization
and the formation of dissipative structures can occur only after the loss of
Figure 3).
thermodynamic
stability of investigation
the system. results
The loss
thermodynamic
stability
a random
The microstructural
of theoffriction
surfaces show
that eachisfriction
mode process
is
characterized
by
inherent
secondary
structures.
Moreover,
hard
regimes
leading
to
friction
processes
according to the conditions of Lyapunov’s theorem. Thus, self-organization and the formation of
are not specific to the diagrams for the equilibrium state. This is confirmed by the passage of
dissipative structures is also a probabilistic process [6]. Self-organization is a random process that is
non-spontaneous physical and chemical processes on the friction surfaces.
characterized
by the presence
a bifurcation.
After the bifurcation
point theand
process
can go along
Consequently,
we canoftalk
about the occurrence
of self-organization
the formation
of the
so-called
“thermodynamic
branch
(samples
2 and 3, Figure
3)” under
or by the
way of formation
of dissipative
dissipative
structures. This
reduces
the coefficient
of friction
an increasing
load, reduces
the

structures (sample 1, Figure 3).
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Consequently, we can talk about the occurrence of self-organization and the formation of dissipative
structures. This reduces the coefficient of friction under an increasing load, reduces the temperature in
the zone of friction, reduces the wear rate, and improves resistance to seizure. Such behavior is typical
17, 7967–7978
for allEntropy
types2015,
of bronze
containing Sn, Pb, and Zn.
4. Experimental
Section
temperature in
the zone of friction, reduces the wear rate, and improves resistance to seizure. Such
behavior is typical for all types of bronze containing Sn, Pb, and Zn.

The tests were conducted on a friction machine in a “shoe-and-roller” design. The oil was kept in a
4. Experimental Section
special
bath in which the lower part of a rotating steel roller was permanently dipped. The experimental
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were conducted
a friction
machine
in aR2
“shoe-and-roller”
design. The oil was
setup is shown
in Figure
7. The oil on
used
was “Shell
Rimula
+ 40”.
kept in a special bath in which the lower part of a rotating steel roller was permanently dipped.
The shoe was made of bronze with 4% (mass) Sn, 4% (mass) Zn, and 17% (mass) Pb. The hardness
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 7. The oil used was “Shell Rimula R2 + 40”.
of the bronze
was was
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to be
84 HB.with
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hadSn,
5 4%
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surfaces.
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corner radius
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made
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(mass)
(mass) Zn, working
and 17% (mass)
Pb. The
of theofworking
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mm;
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Eachsurfaces.
of the working
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be 84
HB.the
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working
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radius was
the3working
23 mm;
the shoe’s
length
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10 mm.
Each test.
of the working surfaces was
run-inoffor
h beforesurfaces
testing.was
A new
working
surface
was
used
for each
run-in for 3 h before testing. A new working surface was used for each test.
The counter-body was shaped like a roller and manufactured from 1045 steel. The rollers were
The counter-body was shaped like a roller and manufactured from 1045 steel. The rollers were
46 mm
diameter
andand
10 10
mm
wide.
surfaceofofthethe
rollers
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before
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46 in
mm
in diameter
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Theworking
working surface
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before
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of the
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speed
of the
rollers
waswas
500
rpm.

Figure 7. Test set up of the frictional test of bronze on steel.

Figure 7. Test set up of the frictional test of bronze on steel.
The values monitored during the tests were: oil bath temperature at the friction zone outlet,

The
valuesspeed
monitored
during
thedistance),
tests were:
bath temperature
attests
the friction
zone outlet,
rotation
rotation
of the roller
(slip
and oil
moment
of friction. The
were conducted
at loads
speedofof1470
the roller
moment
of friction.
The
conducted
at loads
of 1470 N
N and (slip
2940 distance),
N without and
additional
preheating
of oil
andtests
at a were
load of
2940 N with
additional
preheating
of
oil.
and 2940 N without additional preheating of oil and at a load of 2940 N with additional preheating of oil.
According to the experimental setup shown in Figure 7, frictional testing was performed with
According
to the experimental setup shown in Figure 7, frictional testing was performed with
increasing load to determine the seizure load for bronze. The oil was applied drop wise to the friction
increasing
loaddrops
to determine
the
seizure
The
oil waspair
applied
drop with
wiseato
the friction
zone, two
per minute
(0.002
L/h).load
Priorfor
to bronze.
testing, the
frictional
was run-in
minimal
zone, load
two of
drops
minute
(0.002
L/h).
Priorofto90%
testing,
frictional
pair was
minimal
304 Nper
until
the contact
area
reached
of the the
nominal
area. During
therun-in
test, thewith
loadawas
increased
by
137–187
N
every
10
min.
Tests
were
conducted
up
to
the
load
at
which
seizure
occurred
load of 304 N until the contact area reached of 90% of the nominal area. During the test, the load was
(increasing the coefficient of friction by several times).
increased by 137–187 N every 10 min. Tests were conducted up to the load at which seizure occurred
(increasing
the coefficient of friction by several times).
5. Conclusions
Application of non-equilibrium thermodynamics and self-organization theory to friction has
demonstrated a possibility of reducing the friction coefficient under an increased load. Reduction of
the friction coefficient of an antifriction bronze/steel couple in reverse proportion to the load has been
confirmed by experiment.
Reduction of the friction coefficient of an antifriction bronze/steel couple with the temperature
approaching its critical seizure value has been demonstrated. During sliding of tin bronze on
steel, self-organization is possible, as evidenced by the reduction of the coefficient of friction
under an increasing load and in the bifurcations of the coefficient of friction with respect to load.
Self-organization and the formation of dissipative structures lead to an increase in the seizure load.
The mechanism of self-organization and the formation of dissipative structures is the segregation
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of tin from a Cu-based solid solution on the friction surfaces of the bronze. Once tin is segregated,
the load which results in seizure onset increases; if tin does not segregate, the seizure load is lower.
According to the equilibrium phase diagram of Cu-Sn, segregation of tin from copper-based solid
solution is not possible, i.e., such a process can take place only under strongly non-equilibrium
conditions. Therefore, segregation of tin from a Cu-based solid solution is a nonspontaneous process,
which is accompanied by an increase in free energy and negative entropy production. As such, this
process can be considered self-organization. In order to increase the seizure load it’s necessary to
alloy tin bronze, so that self-organization (the precipitation of tin from a solid solution) proceeds
under relatively light friction.
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